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Abstract. Medical needles, mainly 23G, have become an indispensable instrument in clinical medicine. 
The accelerometer enables the user to check the non-penetration to the protective material of the hand, 
which is one of the most exposed areas of personal protection. With accidental motion energy of 0.0557 
kg m2/s2 and a tip penetration of 90°, the microscopic atmosphere of the non-penetrating acceleration 
was verified.  

1. Introduction   
Despite the daily improvements in the penetrating ability of medical needles, it is alarming that 

unintentional puncture injuries are still occurring during use, after use, and after disposal. Moreover, 
the constant occurrence of medical accidents, not only recently but also in response to the emergence 
of new viruses, is a problem that needs to be solved, leading to the collapse of healthcare worldwide. 
The development of hand protection materials that reduce the penetration of these viruses has not 
progressed due to the inability to measure their non-penetration [1, 2]. In the process of researching 
the development of a non-penetrating device, we consulted the literature where a measuring device for 
puncture was presented [3, 4, 5]. The purpose of the development of this device was to verify the non-
penetration of materials under certain conditions of energy E, assuming an unforeseen accident. ISO's 
EN388-2003 test method is not sharp enough for injection needles and is not something that industry 
can refer to EN374 -2003, which is a virus transmission test for protection against viruses, is a virus 
transmission test for materials and not a puncture protection assessment test. This study contributes to 
the development of hand protection materials and confirms the non-penetration of a typical 23G 
injection needle. The kinetic energy of the hand during the handling of the needle was assumed and 
reproduced in the device. The non-penetration of the needle was measured using a pressure sensor, but 
this did not detect any change in position or microscopic atmosphere at the material interface for 
flexible materials.  

However, it was not possible to detect the microscopic behavior of the flexible material. We focused 
our attention on the fact that the non-penetration occurs at the interface between the materials, and 
confirmed the non-penetration by changing the acceleration of the motion. 

2.  Materials and Methods 
2.1 23G Injection Needle  

In this experiment, we used commercially purchased 23G needles, which are commonly used for 
muscle injection. The specification was Sterile injection needles, model: 23gauge, material: stainless 
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steel pipe, needle length: 38 mm, inner diameter: 0.6 mm, outer diameter: 0.65 mm, cutting edge angle: 
13° Regular Bevel, manufactured by SHAOTONG China.  

2.2 Equipment 
Samples were made from Mitsui Dow Polychemical Co.’s ionomer film Hymilan 1855, 100 μm 

thickness. 

2.3 Equipment 
The movements that people can make in real work do not involve flailing their arms. In other words, 

we assumed that accidental accidents often involve a very small arm and finger movements and gentle 
acceleration. By examining reports of accidental incidents, it is possible to change this assumption in 
the future [5, 6, 7, 8, 9,]. 

Measuring instruments such as Instron is suitable for measuring the behavior at constant speed up 
to the point of fracture, but it was determined that it would be difficult to apply them to this case of no 
penetration, so an attempt was made to develop a device suitable for this task as Fig.1. 

If you think of a glove, there is a human hand inside, exerting internal pressure towards the surface. 
We tried to reproduce this by applying a pressure of about 0.20 MPa using air pressure. The 0.20 MPa 
was due to equipment limitations. This value was the limit for maintaining constant pressure with a 
manual pump, but we proceeded because we could recognize pressure changes even at 0.20 MPa in 
this way. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 1. Full view of the equipment. 
 

The arm length was 0.3 m and the deadweight load was 0.726 g. The kinetic energy could be 
determined at any amount by the adjusting swing angle of the arm. The needle was fixed vertically, 
and the idea is to observe the resistance when penetrating vertically into the skin is minimized and the 
resistance when penetrating obliquely can be encompassed. The shape of the hand has many curved 
surfaces, but its resistance to penetration is minimized when it is perpendicular to the tangent of the 
surface. 
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Initially, this pressure behavior was used to fine-tune the penetration, but it did not capture the non-
penetration behavior. Sealing was done to keep the pressure constant as shown in Fig. 2. The needle 
was fixed with a slit cup holder as shown in Fig.3. 
 

 
 

 
(a) Cross section of Pressure Vessel 

 

 
 

(b) photograph of Needle Holder 
 

Fig. 2. Details of Pressure vessel seals. 
 

 
(a) Cross section of needle holder 

 

 
(b) slitting holder 

 
Fig. 3. Section of needle holder. 

 
3. Reproduction of the kinetic energy of the hands and fingers 

Depending on the size of the human body, the kinetic energy of the swing of the hand will varies, 
but we have considered the weight of the one arm is 5% of a very ordinary person weighing 60 kg [10]. 
In fact, prosthetic arms and legs also refer to this kind of body balance, and the weights of body parts 
were public knowledge in comparison. Many injuries have been caused by stabbing fingers other than 
the dominant hand. However, the injuries were very slow and unintentional, not as fast as swinging 
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down a hammer. From person itself, people also assumed that the velocity of the needle touching me 
was really slow and that the angular velocity from 30 degrees on this device was sufficient. 

The length of the arm of a person of that build is 0.65 m. We decided to reproduce it with the device 
at an angular velocity of 0.785 rad/s and kinetic energy of 0.392 kg m2/s2. As the working length of 
the arm with the apparatus is 0.3 m, the mass of the dead weight is specified as 134 g and the 
measurement is started. The following Fig. 4 illustrates the process of thinking. 

 
Fig. 4. Illustrates for the Reproduction of the kinetic energy of the hands and fingers. 

 
Assume that the mass m of the arm is concentrated on the tip of the arm. The arm length is r, the 

angular velocity when swing the arm is 𝜔, and E is the energy when the hand touches. 
 𝐸 12 𝑚 𝑟𝜔  
                 12 3.0 0.65 0.785  
 0.392 𝑘𝑔𝑚 /𝑠  

 
Velocity at the bottom 

 𝑣 2𝑔ℎ √2 9.8 0.3 2.42 𝑚/𝑠  
 

Mass of the equipment weight 
 𝑚 2𝐸𝑣 2 0.3922.42 0.134 𝑘𝑔 134 𝑔  

4. Results of needle non-passage by the pressure sensor 
A pressure sensor was used to measure the non-penetration of the specimens. The specification of 

the pressure sensor is Model: FP101-C-31-L20A*B, Manufacturer: Yokogawa Electric, 1 to 5 VDC 
output, Gauge pressure measurement, Typical range: 0 to 1 MPa (gauge pressure), Mounting screw: 
R1/4, Power supply: 12 to 30 VDC.  Fig. 5 shows the network diagram with the pressure sensor. 

Body 

𝜔 0.785 rad/s 

𝑚 3.0 kg 

Equipment 

𝑟 0.65 m 

ℎ 0.30 m 
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The measurement results of Fig. 6 by the pressure sensor were different between penetration and 
non-penetration, but the capture of microscopic behavior of the change point was insufficient to 
confirm enough the fine non-penetration.  

 

 
 

Fig. 5. The network diagram with the pressure sensor. 
 

 
 

(a) Needle penetrating case 
 

 
 

(b) Needle non-penetrating case 
 

Fig. 6. Experimental results for pressure parameters. 
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5.  Results of needle non-passage by accelerometer 
Noting that the acceleration of the hand motions in response to the movement of the hand when the 

needle penetrates, we attempted to capture the non-penetrating behavior of the specimen by adding an 
accelerometer. Fig.7 shows the network diagram with the Acceleration sensor. The needle makes point 
contact. In this case, the acceleration in the case of penetration maintains at least a positive direction. 
In the case of non-penetration, the acceleration is in the opposite direction, i.e., negative. 

The specification of the accelerometer was by Syscom Ltd., Co., Ultra-compact acceleration logger, 
Product name: AccStick6, Dimensions: W21.2 x D32.5 x H10.5 mm, Weight: 15 g, Range: 2 G to 400 
G, Sampling frequency: 0.1 to 1600 Hz. For the purpose of varying the E due to the deadweight, we 
verified the change in acceleration with arm angles of 30, 45, 60 degrees, etc. In the case of penetration, 
the acceleration varied within positive values. In the non-penetrating case, negative acceleration was 
created, albeit for a very short time. In addition, we considered that E at an angle of 30 degrees was 
sufficient for E in actual inadvertent accidents. 

 
(a) The network diagram with the Acceleration sensor 

 

 
 

(b) picture of improved needle mount 
 

Fig. 7. The network diagram with the Acceleration sensor and picture of improved needle 
mount. 
 

Fig. 8 shows a typical change in acceleration. In the case of non-penetration, there is a reversal of 
acceleration that is not seen in the case of penetration. This phenomenon was used to confirm that the 
needle had not penetrated the material. 
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(a) Needle penetrating case 

 

 
(b) Needle non-penetrating case 

 
Fig. 8. The graph comparing the case of penetration and non-penetration of the specimen by 
the accelerometer. 

6. Conclusion 
For the development of materials to be used in gloves, we believe that this accelerometer 

measurement is useful to understand the behavior of needles that do not penetrate. The pattern of 
acceleration behavior after contact with the specimen could be distinguished between non-penetrating 
and penetrating cases. 

Figure 9 provides a clearer conceptual illustration of how the acceleration obtained in Figure 8 
remains at least positive during penetration and then reverses, i.e., becomes negative, in the case of 
non-penetration. 

We thought that capturing the negative acceleration during non-penetration, although for a short 
period of time, might provide proof of non-penetration with respect to the material. 

In the future, we will attach a sensor to the backside of the non-penetrating object to ensure further 
proof of penetration by electric current. We considered it impossible to formulate the post-collision 
acceleration change because it varies from sample to sample. We also considered it impossible to set 
an absolute standard for G-values because G-values at the time of collision vary from sample to sample. 

We believe that this device can be used to contribute to the development of materials that are non-
penetrating, but require conflicting properties for ergonomic flexibility, such as gloves, and to the 
development of protective equipment that can safely respond to puncture accidents of medical devices.  
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As the next research, we would like to apply materials made by combining modified ionomer films 
and dense fabrics of high-strength fibers impregnated with resin and nano powders to the development 
of flexible and puncture-resistant materials from this accelerometer-based measurement device. 
 

 
 

(a) Needle penetrating case 
 

 
 

(b) Needle non-penetrating case 
 
Fig. 9. Conceptual diagram of the change in acceleration for needle penetrating case and the 
needle non-penetrating case. 
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